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Abstract. The important problem of human psychophysiological state recognition is studied. An integrated
hardware–software setup has been developed to achieve automatic assessment of the affective status of a
human. Several signal processing techniques are applied to the collected signals to extract the set of the most
relevant in the physiological responses features. The support vector machine was used as a classifier. As a
result 93.4% functional state prediction accuracy was obtained.
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1. Introduction
Physiological data can provide useful information about human emotional or cognitive states and can
help in the recognition of the level of cognitive load or of the presence of stress. In many cases, people must
work in extreme conditions that lead to strong emotional strain, e.g. air traffic control officers, operators,
drivers, pilots etc. There is a great interest to human functional state evaluation in modern biomedical
practice. In spite of considerable achievements in this area during the past several decades, there are still a lot
of problems, and many researchers are trying to solve them. Most of them use two modalities: facial and
vocal expressions [1] and relatively little attention has been paid to combine several other physiological
signals [2]. In contrast to speech and facial expression other physiological signals are not under voluntary
control, and thus cannot be masked up to the same extent. One of the works with several modalities used is
the paper of R. Picard et al [3] where authors analysed five physiological signals: facial muscle tension along
the masseter, blood volume pressure, skin conductivity, a Hall effect respiration and a heart rate and
achieved 81% recognition accuracy on eight classes of emotion including neutral.
In this paper an integrated hardware – software setup has been developed to achieve automatic
assessment of the functional status of a human [4]. The device uses several modalities such as suprathermal
radiance of biological object (SRBO), galvanic skin response (GSR), muscle microtremor and speech
analysis. We utilized a support vector machine in pattern classification. Based on the results of signal
processing the most relevant features were extracted by rating them by their importance. The values of these
features depend neither on subject nor operator opinion about human functional state.

2. Experimental Setup and Operating Principles
The developed hardware-software setup allows non-invasive measurement of several biometric
parameters, their processing, data storage and documentation. If special procedure is designed it could be
used for recognition of human physiological state, for the estimation of human state change under the
+
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influence of various external factors, for person identification, for the determination of body physiological
reserve, for medical diagnostics, as a lie detector etc.
For our research we have chosen the following techniques to measure physiological signals:
suprathermal radiance of biological object (SRBO); hand muscle microtremor; galvanic skin response (GSR);
human voice. The complete instrumental setup developed for this research consists of a water sensor of hand
suprathermal radiance, a galvanic skin response sensor, a microtremor sensor, a microphone, a power source
of primary sensors, 16 channels ISA Multifunction Card Advantech PCL-818HG, a computer sound card.
The analog signals (water electrical conductivity and temperature, skin resistance, skin oscillations and
microtremor) are received by data acquisition card. After analog-digital conversion these signals along with
voice signal from the sound card are processed and analysed by specially developed software. It sets
operating mode of the card with simultaneous acquisition of SRBO, GSR and microtremor data, calculates
the human psychophysiological parameters and provides visual demonstration of results and graphical user
interface. The sampling rate of SRBO, GSR and microtremor collecting is 50 Hz (see [4] for more details).

2.1. Suprathermal Radiance of Biological Objects
Fig. 1 shows specific conductivity of water as a function of temperature. Measurements were made in
two identical conductometric cells simultaneously. During the heating of one of the cells (curve 1) the heater
was replaced by the experimenter’s hand at the time moment corresponding to the water temperature of
about 24.8°С. Heating of the second cell by the heater continued with no conditions changed. Substantial
variation in the dependence of water specific conductivity on temperature was observed [5].
More intense growth of the water conductivity at its heating by hand than at heating by common electric
heater testifies to the presence of additional energy factor associated with the influence of a human being.
We called this factor as suprathermal radiation.

Fig. 1: Electroconductivity dependence on water temperature for usual heating and bioaction.

To measure quantitatively the observed deviation the following two parameters were used:
Δσ B − Δσ T 1
1 ∂σ
, B=
(1)
⋅
a=
σ ∂T
σ0
Δt
where σ is an electric conductivity, Δσ B is an electrical conductivity increment during the action of a
biological object (bioaction), Δσ T is an electrical conductivity increment during the usual heating, Δt is a
period of bioaction/heating, σ0 is an initial value of electric conductivity and T is a temperature. The
parameter a is a relative temperature coefficient of electric conductivity and describes the water properties.
Nominally parameter B can be viewed as a bioaction power (a relative excess of an electrical
conductivity increment during bioaction over an electrical conductivity increment during heating by a
physical heat source per time unit).
In practice we used slightly different expressions for B leaving unchanged its meaning but utilizing linear
dependence of conductivity on temperature during the usual heating, the constant heating time, the difference
of initial temperature (conductivity) on two measurement steps etc.
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2.2. Galvanic Skin Response
To measure GSR parameters the electrodes made from biologically inert materials were used. The
following parameters were analysed: the value of an absolute skin resistance (ASR), its time dynamics and
the GSR spectrum.
There are two methods of GSR measurement: the passive one with registration of skin electrical
potentials (Tarkhanov’s method, PSR) and the active one when the external source of electrical field is used
for measuring the resistance (Ferre’s method, ASR).
In our device we used both methods: PSR and ASR were measured simultaneously. The most interesting
information that can be obtained from PSR is an energetic of skin resistive oscillations directly connected
with local emotional state of humans, the spectrum of these oscillations and ASR dynamics. For that purpose
we defined the following parameters:

• integral coefficient I proportional to PSR oscillation power : I =

n

∑ SP

i

where SPi are harmonics

i =1

of absolute value of GSR spectrum from 0 to maximum frequency, n is a number of harmonics;
dSPi
• the hidden frequency of oscillations Fe: Fe =
where dSPi are harmonics of spectrum of
k⋅I
PSR time derivative, k is a coefficient that depends on the duration of signal;
• the absolute skin resistance Rk;
• coefficient Dk that describes the skin resistance changes during measurement time.

∑

2.3. Hand Muscle Microtremor

To measure the frequency and intensity of human hand microtremor the standard accelerometer was used
as a sensor. Two main parameters connected with signal spectrum were calculated. The first one is an
integral coefficient A proportional to signal oscillations power А =
Аi where Ai are components of

∑

absolute value of tremor spectrum density up to frequency of 20 Hz except zero frequency A0. The second
parameter is an average oscillation frequency fav:

∑ A (f

∑

< f av ) =
Ai ( f i > f av )
(2)
i
where Ai and f i are the amplitude and the frequency of corresponding spectrum component at the range
0< f i <20 Hz.
i

i

i

2.4. Voice Analysis
Despite the complexity of voice stress analysis the speech parameters used along with SRBO, GSR and
microtremor parameters allow to draw quite reliable conclusions about human functional state. In our
experiments about 10 speech signals were recorded for each human in different physiological states.
Each record was analysed to detect signal endpoints by calculating signal’s energy and zero crossing rate.
Then we extracted fundamental frequency, the first three formants and vocal energy features such as
maximum, minimum, mean, median values, maximum, minimum and mean duration of rising and falling
slopes etc. and Teager Energy Operator (TEO) based parameters [6]. To find fundamental frequency a
Robust Algorithm for Pitch Tracking (RAPT) was applied [7]. Then we smoothed the fundamental frequency
contour using cubic splines. It enabled us to measure its features: the derivatives, slopes and the behaviour of
their minima and maxima over time. The formant frequencies were estimated by finding the poles of the
autoregressive transfer function obtained from the linear predictive coding (LPC) coefficients. To find TEO
based features we first filtered speech signal through four band-pass filters with passbands 0-1 kHz, 1-2 kHz,
2-3 kHz and 3-4 kHz. Then we applied TEO to each output signal x(n) :

ψ ( x(n)) = x 2 (n) − x(n − 1) x(n + 1)

(3)
and filtered the result through a Gabor bandpass filter centered at the median fundamental frequency with a
bandwidth of half of fundamental frequency. We segmented the signal into frames and computed normalized
autocorrelation function and finally an area under its envelope for each frame. Thus we obtained four
parameters ТЕО1, ТЕО2, ТЕО3, ТЕО4. We calculated AM and FM components of TEO profile as well:
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a ( n) =

ψ ( x( n))

f ( n) =

⎛ ψ ( y (n)) + ψ ( y (n + 1)) ⎞
1
⎟⎟
arccos⎜⎜1 −
2πT
4ψ ( x(n))
⎝
⎠

(4)
⎛ ψ ( y (n)) + ψ ( y (n + 1)) ⎞
⎟⎟
1 − ⎜⎜
4ψ ( x(n))
⎝
⎠
where y ( n) = x(n) − x(n − 1) . In addition 14 Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCC) were calculated
for each frame. As a result we obtained a set of 211 speech features.
2

,

3. Device Testing
The developed setup allows to estimate the human physiological state by the following biometric
features: the rise of B coefficient of water conductivity under the influence of suprathermal radiance of
human hand (SRBO); average oscillation frequency for hand and finger muscles (microtremor); integral
intensity of oscillation for hand and finger muscles (microtremor); integral intensity of skin oscillations
(GSR); average frequency of skin oscillations (GSR); absolute skin resistance (GSR); skin resistance change
during measurements (GSR); fundamental frequency features (voice); formant intensities (voice); word
duration (voice); vocal energy features (voice).
Preliminary studies showed both the presence of individual combination of above parameters and close
connection of these parameters with human physiological state. The setup software allows changing the
duration and sampling frequency of measurements and some other input parameters.
Collected features from all modalities formed high-dimensional vectors that we gave to the support
vector machine (SVM) classifier. Since different features with complex interrelationships are extracted from
human physiological data we choose a Gaussian kernel.
To test the developed hardware-software setup several series of experiments showing that it registers the
changes in human functional state were performed. In particular we collected physiological signals from 132
students of our department and divided them into 436 data entries since each participant generated data under
certain number of normal and stressful conditions. The device determined the human state changes under the
influence of the following stress factors: exams; mental workload; alcohol consumption and smoking.
First the human biometric parameters were measured. Then we exposed the subject to one of the
abovementioned factors changing his functional state. Finally the biometric parameters were measured once
more. The comparison between two parameter groups allowed testing our device.
One of examples of registration in functional state changes is a growth of student average muscle
microtremor intensity before exam relative to the values in a normal state. These changes are also reflected
in microtremor spectrum and in PSR and ASR signals. The typical histogram of water heating parameter B,
microtremor parameter A and galvanic skin response parameters Rk and Dk are shown in Fig. 2a. The
measurements were made just before examinations and 10-15 minutes after the examination. The reaction of
each students is strongly individual but the changes were always observed. There are differences in
parameters between male and female students.
The changes in human psychophysiological state during alcohol consumption and smoking were
registered as well. It was revealed that smoking led to substantial human energy losses and hence to the rise
of parameter B (it is proportional to palm radiance energy and reflects integral intensity of metabolic
processes). The larger the value of B before smoking, the lesser its changes after smoking (see Fig. 2b with
y-axis as a ratio Δ of values of B after and before smoking and x-axis as a value of B before smoking).
In Fig. 3a statistically significant results for SRBO parameter B for both human hands are presented.
Solid curves refer to emotional persons and dashed curves refer to rational persons. The experimental data
are smoothed by cubic splines to clearly show a trend. In several experiments the relative position of curves
can be reversed in certain time moments.
In our smoking experiments the main microtremor parameter is an integral spectral parameter A
representing a muscle tremor energy connected with human metabolic processes. Note that about 26% of
total metabolic energy is transformed into energy in muscles. After smoking the tremor energy grows
substantially that testifies to an increase of stress in human body. Besides energy changes the microtremor is
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modified as well. In Fig. 3b the spectra before (solid curve) and after (dashed curve) smoking are given. The
typical spectrum feature after smoking is an appearance of more regular oscillations and their harmonics.
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Fig. 2: a) The typical histogram of values Yi of different modalities i before and after (cross hatched) exams. i=1 –
bioaction (parameter B), i=2 – microtremor (parameter A), i=3 and i=4 - skin response (parameters Rk and Dk
respectively). b) The ratio of B after and before smoking vs value of B before smoking
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Fig. 3: a) The time dependence of normalized water heating parameter B for both hands for emotional (solid curves) and
rational (dashed curves) persons; b) The spectrum of microtremor signal before (solid curve) and after (dashed curve)
smoking.

The fundamental frequency, formant features and word duration are human specific. Parameters ТЕО2,
ТЕО3, ТЕО4 are robust features for human state recognition. For example, an average value of ТЕО2 after
smoking was in the range 0.85-0.94 whereas before smoking it changed from 0.65 to 0.73. Similarly average
values of ТЕО3 and ТЕО4 after smoking fell within the limits of 0.11-0.13 and 0.18-0.22 respectively
whereas before smoking they ranged within 0.06-0.09 and 0.11-0.16 respectively. Hence smoking leads to
the increase of ТЕО2, ТЕО3, ТЕО4.
On the whole the parameters changes are strictly human specific. Overall performance was quantified as
the percentage of correctly classified data vectors. As a result we obtained 93.4% functional state prediction
accuracies.
In order to study the classification ability of each voice feature, a rating method has been implemented.
Each feature was evaluated by its importance
n
⎛
⎞
1 N k
pk = ⎜⎜ν k
ν k ⎟⎟ × 100% , ν k =
di
( 5)
N i =1
k =1
⎝
⎠
where d ik is a distance to separating hyperplane along k-feature for feature vector i. Our experiments showed
that the importance of more than a half of features is less than 0.5 %. We kept the features with importance
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higher than 0.5%, 1%, 1.5% and 2%. The dependence of prediction accuracy on the number of features is
shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Dependence of Prediction Accuracy on Number of Voice Features.
Feature importance, %
Number of features
Prediction accuracy, %
>0
211
93.4
>0.5
57
92.2
>1
34
91.7
>1.5
29
85.6
>2
15
82.1
It can be seen from Table 1 that the reduction in number of features from 211 to 57 leads to small
decrease in prediction accuracy (from 93.4% to 92.2%). Moreover the accuracy is still quite acceptable for
only 34 features (91.7%). Such analysis has to be performed for all modalities. It will be the subject of future
works.

4. Conclusions
A hardware-software setup for human physiological state recognition is developed and tested. The
techniques used are multimodal, non-invasive and diagnostic time is less than 2 minutes. So this real-time
assessment of affective states can be successfully applied in various fields. The device measures both wellknown physiological parameters (GSR, microtremor) and an unique experimentally discovered phenomenon
(SRBO). To analyse human voice many features are extracted. The acceptable level of human state
recognition accuracy is achieved.
The possible potential applications of the device include human functional state control in various areas;
patient’s state diagnostics in clinics and hospitals; credibility assessment; competency analysis; lie detector;
evaluation of environmental and other external factors influence on human state.
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